
Lifts it up, suctions it 
away, filters it clean
Premium 3-Stage Cleaning System 
uses Dual Multi-Surface Rubber  
Brushes and 10x the suction* to pull in 
embedded dirt, debris, and pet  
hair from wherever it hides

Cleans up after itself
Empties the robot’s bin on its own, so 
you can forget about vacuuming for 
weeks at a time

Pick a room  
or every room 
Learns your home and knows your 
kitchen from your living room, giving you 
total control to choose which rooms are 
cleaned and when

*Compared to Roomba®  600 Series AeroVac™ System

i7+

Learns your home. 
Finds the dirt.  

Empties on its own.

Robot Vacuum
Automatic Dirt Disposal



With 25 years of robotic expertise and 
continuous innovation, iRobot®  
has optimized our Roomba® robot 
vacuum to help thoroughly clean  
floors in homes around the world.
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*Compared to Roomba® 600 Series AeroVac™ System.
**Tested on hard floors. 

Dual Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes

Dual Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes are 
uniquely designed with rubber treads to hug 
different floor surfaces, helping to thoroughly 
clean your floors

Clean Base™ Automatic Dirt Disposal

Automatically empties the robot’s bin into 
an enclosed bag that holds 30 bins of dirt, 
dust and hair, so you don’t have to think 
about vacuuming for weeks at a time

A clean you can see and feel, every day 

Our premium 3-Stage Cleaning System gets 
the debris you see - and the dust you don’t

High-Efficiency Filter

High-Efficiency Filter is made from a special 
material that captures 99% of mold, pollen, 
dust mite, dog and cat allergens

Pick a room - or every room

Learns your home and knows your kitchen from 
your living room, giving you total control to 
choose which rooms are cleaned and when

Power-Lifting Suction

Delivers 10x the suction* to clean embedded 
dirt, debris and pet hair from your floors

Roomba® i7+ features:

Specifications

PRODUCT 

SKU i755840

Charge Time 90 minutes

Filter Type High-Efficiency

Battery Run Time 75 minutes**

Battery Type Lithium Ion

Bin Volume 0.4 liter

Bin Type Washable

Threshold Clearance 2 cm

BOX CONTENTS 

Roomba® i7 Robot Vacuum

Clean Base™ Charging Station + 
Automatic Dirt Disposal

Line Cord 

2 Dirt Disposal Bags

1 Extra Filter

1 Extra Edge-Sweeping Brush

SHIPPING 

Retail Box UPC 885155018755

Retail Box EAN 5060359289728

Master Case UPC 10885155018752

Master Case EAN 5060359289735

Quantity per MC 1

Retail box 42 x 40 x 50 
Dimensions  (cm) 

Master Carton 43.2 x 42 x 52.1 
Dimensions  (cm) 

Retail Box Weight (kg) 11.3 kg

 Master Carton Weight (kg) 12 kg

Pallet Count 12




